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Abstract This article summarizes the conceptual development and empirical
implementation of the travel cost recreation demand model by (J) describing its
theoretical underpinnings, (2) outlining how theory must be adapted for the needs
imposed by available data. (3) explaining issues to be considered in the future.
Applications of the travel cost model have evolved from studies conducted at an
aggregate level with origin zone data to an almost exclusive focus on micro data
concentrating on individuals' recreational choices. These applications have broad
implications. They are among the most detailed and extensive illustrations of models
for comer solution and discrete choice problems in microeconomics. Equally
important, they explore the theoretical and practical implications of the household
production framework. Finally, they also provide examples of how a commodity's
quality can be considered as an argument in describing individuals' consumption
choices.
Keywords Travel cost demand, review, benefit measurement.
More than 40 years ago (in 1947), Harold Hotelling's letter to the director of the Na-
tional Park Service proposed a method for measuring the benefits provided hy recreation
sites.' Subsequent applications of his suggestions by Trice and Wood (1958) and Claw-
son (1959) started a major line of research in resource and environmental economics on
travel cost recreation demand models.
This article takes stock of the conceptual development and empirical implementation
of the model by (1) describing the theoretical underpinnings for travel cost demand
models, (2) outlining how that theory is adapted to meet the special requirements im-
posed hy different data sets, (3) explaining some aspects of benefit estimation with this
method, and (4) highlighting a set of research issues that remain to be explored.
Because each analyst's view of economic modeling affects how any specific theoret-
ical model is described, I begin with a summary of my perspective. Analysts applying
microeconomic models of behavior should acknowledge that they will never know the
true motivations underlying behavioral decisions or all of the constraints defining feasi-
ble choices. The people making these choices wiil always know more about their goals,
circumstances, perceptions, and constraints than analysts can learn through observation
or interviews. Equally important, analysts will never be able to observe completely the
variables derived from their characterizations of how people make decisions.
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Because of these limitations, a model can only organize what we hypothesize moti-
vates and constrains decisions. When combined with observations (or questions in the
case of contingent valuation or behavior studies), models can be used to describe and test
economic relationships. This perspective has at least two implications for evaluating
applied microeconomic models. First, properties attributed to the proverbial well-
behaved error attached to demand models as part of developing estimators should be
regarded as standards for evaluating the adequacy of any specific model and not as
realistic descriptions of separate stochastic influences on demand. Because we do not
have a behavioral explanation for an additive error, analysts usually attribute it to mea-
surement error or omitted variables. My proposal accepts this explanation. Thus, we
should be able to use estimates of the underlying error (i.e., the residuals) to gauge
whether the omissions represent important sources of bias to the estimates. To do so, we
could compare the estimated properties of the error (based on the residuals) with some
standard.^
Second, and perhaps most relevant to current developments in recreation demand
modeling, deriving a model to be estimated (such as the specific form for a travel cost
demand equation) as a direct analytical realization of a constrained optimization problem
is not necessarily superior to directly specifying a demand equation. It is one strategy.
As with any altemative strategy, its relative merits remain to be established based on the
performance of the specific form within the application under study.
Modeling Recreation Decisions
By starting my description of an individual's recreation decisions with a household
production framework, I can easily explain the connection between the demands for
recreational activities (such as skiing, boating, or fishing) and the demands for the
recreation sites that support them. The basic model maintains that an individual's utility
is derived from consuming services produced by that person (or his household) combin-
ing time, market-purchased commodities, and environmental resources. It is used pri-
marily as a pedagogic framework in recreation models, so measuring these service flows
has not been considered in any detail.
A simplified analytical structure illustrates most of the key issues. First, the utility
function is specified in terms of two household-produced service flows, designated here
as So and 5, in Eq. (1).
U - [/(So, S.) (1)
Each service fiow is produced by combining market-purchased inputs, environmental
resources, and household time. For recreational activities, the environmental resources
are the services provided by recreation sites. For simplicity. I focus on only one recre-
ation service flow and designate it S^. The household production for 5, uses a market-
purchased good, X, (again a simplification); time at a recreation site per visit, /) (where /
designates the site and / the specific trip to site i). and visits to a site, Vj, as contributing
inputs in Eq. (2).
5. = X (.K; Vi,- •• VD; t\,. .. tl^, t[, . . . ^..,, ff. . - . O (2)Travel Cost Recreation Demand Models 281
This type of tnodel generally specifies the production process for nonrecreation
services in simple teims because it is usually a small part of the analysis. Thus the
production function for So includes market good X\ . . . X^ and time /". The balance of
the model can be given with the budget and time constraitits. Equation (3) defines one
form for the budget constraint.
wi+ 1-
+
Income, >•, is wage (wtj plus nonwage, /, income. Income is spent on goods used in
recreation (X^) and those not used in producing recreation services (Xj, J — I to C),
with P, and Pjij = 1 to C) the respective prices. A trip to a recreation site involves the
vehicle-related costs of travel (with c dollars per mile traveled and d,^ as the round-trip
mileage to site k) and the opportunity cost of travel time, t,,. This cost is assumed to be
fixed at r dollars per unit of time. This specification for the budget constraint is some-
what ad hoc. I have avoided some of the most difficult questions in its definition. For
example, by treating wt + / as full income so it implicitly balances the time costs of
activities and the purchased commodity costs, I avoid the issue of defining the opportu-
nity costs of different types of time. That is, I replace wt^ in the conventional budget
—
constraint by wt - {cd, + rt,)
and avoid specifying a set of time constraints that prices travel time at r versus on-site
time and time for other activities at w.
A ftxed entry fee coufd be easily included but is not at this stage. Notice that this
formulation assumes that on-site time per trip and the time spent in producing nonrecrea-
tion services have the same opportunity cost, which is the wage rate. This is also not an
essential assumption.
Equations (1), (2), and (3) provide the central elements in the household production
framework's (HPF) explanation of altemative travel cost demand models. Activities in
this model are the services produced by households, and the services of a recreation site
serve as an input to those production activities. Thus, the travel cost demand model
characterizes the demand for the services of a recreation site. Clearly the demand is
derived, but this does not end a description of the HPF approach for describing the
foundation of the travel cost demand model. The model's full story can be developed
further by examining the elements in a typical production function and the various
specifications for other constraints.
The Role of Time Horizon
Consider the arrangements of the recreational services production function given in Eq.
(2). This specification implies that the time horizon assumed for an individual's
decision-making must be long enough to allow multiple visits to different sites. Thus, the282 V. K. Smith
model describes situations with horizons longer than a single trip, such as a recreation
season. It treats an individual's decisions as if they were planned at the outset of the
season and coordinated among the various recreation sites selected. In most applications
of the model, analysts attempt to hold the time on site per visit constant. Focusing on
weekend trips or analyzing demand for each trip length separately reduces the number of
time arguments specified to enter the household production function. Only one on-site
time input is then required for each site's visits.
Another specification of household production distinguishes the count of visits from
the time on site, allowing for the possibility that a five-day visit is not the same as five
one-day visits. Evaluating the relevance of these alternatives ultimately depends on the
recreational activities and the time horizon involved. For example, a one-week wilder-
ness hike into the Spanish Peaks Wilderness Area or the Adirondacks is not the same as
seven one-day hikes.
This distinction directly relates to recent work on recreation demand modeling. For
example, Wilman's (1987) simple repackaging model implies that it is not important by
specifying the measure of site usage as days on site. In terms of our production function,
her model would replace the arguments describing site usage in the production function
given in Eq. (2) by the sum of all days on site over trips {Lf,, with / = site, / = trip, and
f, the time on site per trip).
The time horizon also influences the relationship between conventional travel cost
demand and random utility models (RUM). It offers a way to motivate models that focus
on a discrete choice view of consumption decisions, versus those that allow for simulta-
neous nonzero consumption levels for a wide array of goods. As the time horizon
lengthens, we can assume that decisions to use several distinct recreation sites can be
treated as taking place instantaneously (when in fact they actually arise at different times
within the prespecified horizon). On one weekend, a wilderness area is used for hiking;
on a second, the beach is used.
With time horizons shorter than a week (a weekend or even a single day), we expect
to treat the decisions as implying corner solutions. A person is described as selecting one
of the possible recreation sites for a visit; other sites are then precluded from being used
at the same time. These types of decisions are often referred to as involving the exten-
sive margin of choice, whereas the former involve the intensive margin. Intensive mar-
gin or incrementai decisions are usually assumed to be motivated by the first-order
conditions of a continuous model that assumes interior solutions.
This formulation also provides some insight into substitution between recreation
sites in a travel cost demand model. When the time horizon is specified so that the
individual is assumed to make recreation decisions for a season, then the selection of one
site for recreation does not preclude visits to another site. Although the model doesn't
offer specific testable hypotheses on the role of substitutes, it does imply that implicit
prices are more consistent theoretical ways of introducing substitutes than physical mea-
sures of the availability of other sites.
The next issue emerging from this simple description is the characterization of the
relevant own-price for use of a recreation site. Increases in use can involve either
additional trips to a site, more time on site, or both. We can identify a variety of prices
that correspond to the unit costs of these two aspects of site use. For example, the cost of
a trip would include the travel and time costs as represented by cd^ + rt,, in Eq. (3).
Round-trip mileage {d^) times the unit cost per mile {c) together with the travel time
required to reach a site (priced at the opportunity cost of time, r, in this formulation)
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involving the costs of site use would be the price or opportunity cost of on-site time. In
Eq. (3) this was designated as the wage rate, w. Thus, the relevant prices depend on how
the objective function and constraints imply the site will be used.
Modifications in the Simple Model
The theoretical motivation for a travel cost demand model can be developed in different
ways. McConnell (1985), for example, did not need to use a household production
version of the consumer choice model and instead treated trips to a recreation site as an
ordinary commodity. In evaluating the alternatives proposed in the literature, we must
acknowledge that the travel cost model generally reduces to one or more partial equilib-
rium, Marshallian demand functions. By modifying either the objective function or the
constraints, we expand the types of issues that can be discussed in interpreting the
model's relevance and, in some cases, specific results. Nonetheless, these interpretations
are largely stories and not hypotheses capable of being tested within the model's frame-
work. Two specifications of the model have led to distinct modifications in the estimated
demand structure and its interpretation. Both relate to descriptions of the opportunity
cost of travel time.
Motivated by Cesario and Knetsch's (1970) proposal to treat the opportunity cost of
time as a fixed fraction of an individual's wage. McConnell and Strand (1981) proposed
that the demand function separate travel and time costs, with the latter priced at the wage
rate.^ Under the assumption that a dollar increase in either component of a trip's implicit
price should have an equivalent effect on demand, they demonstrated that the ratio of
these two coefficients provides a basis for estimating the Cesario-Knetsch multiple.
Somewhat later Smith, Desvousges, and McGivney (1983) provided a conceptual link
between their suggestions and a behavioral model of consumer choice. This proposal
could be described as approximately consistent with consumers facing multiple types of
time constraints, with each person unable to trade between the types of time available for
all activities.
The second conceptual modification to the travel cost demand model also addresses
this general issue. Bockstael, Strand, and Hanemann (1987d) argued that because differ-
ent individuals face different constraints on their ability to adjust their working time, we
should first determine the nature of an individual's time constraints and reflect the
effects of flexibility in working time on the opportunity cost of time. The analysis
directly implies the formulation of different demand models for individuals with flexible
working conditions in comparison with those whose time allocations must reflect a fixed
work schedule.
Their framework led to modifications in question design for surveys collecting
travel cost data and altered the specifications used for both travel cost demand models
and random utility models. Although there are other examples of a conceptual issue
affecting the description of the consumer choice problem for recreation decisions and
leading to some modification in the modeling strategy used, the connections are usually
based on judgment and not specific theoretical results.
Introducing Site Characteristics
Most current research on recreation modeling focuses on the difference in demands for
recreation sites supporting similar types of recreation activities. In the household pro-
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time per visit as distinct inputs. If we can identify and measure features of recreation
sites that affect tbe recreational activities produced there, we can begin to explain why
the same individual may have a different demand function for two different recreation
sites.
In describing the effect of site characteristics on travel cost demand models, the
physical attributes of the recreation site should be distinguished from its service attri-
butes. Examples of physical attributes include water quality, stock of game or fish,
number of campsites and boat ramps, size, scenery, etc. An example of a service attri-
bute is congestion.
Five site definition issues require further discussion for travel cost models. First, the
household production function can offer specific guidance on introducing attributes and
judging the consequences of alternative specifications. Vaughan and Russell (1982) and
Smith and Desvousges (1986) offered guidance in their discussions of the so-called
varying parameter model. In discussing single recreation service models. Smith and
Desvousges argued that viewing site demand parameters as functions of each specific
site's characteristics is equivalent to assuming that the household production technology
includes an augmentation function that adjusts the influence of a site's services based on
its characteristics.
This formulation implies that individuals consider the effective cost in making recre-
ation site decisions, select one site based on it's being the least costly means ofobtaining
the largest amount of these constant quality units, and never use other sites. In such a
formulation, we would not expect to find suhstitute sites' prices or their characteristics
in any other site's demand. This basic framework must be assumed to implement the
empirical models presented by Vaughan and Russell or Smith and Desvousges.
Second, the service attributes of a site largely result from its aggregate patterns of
use. The relevant measure will depend on each recreational activity. For exampie, con-
sider the effects of congestion. For snow skiing, the relevant measure of congestion may
be waiting time for lifts. For wilderness hiking, it may be disruptions to solitude (the
number and times of encounters with other parties on the trail or in camp).'*
Third, an issue relevant to both the types of characteristics and the measures we use
for them in any demand function is how a recreationist obtains and interprets informa-
tion about sites and their quality attributes. Tbe exact features of a site to be used in any
future trip will noi be known at the time a decision is made. Decisions will be based on
each person's expectations. (For eariy recognition of this issue, see McConneil and Duff
(1976)). Of course, tbe importance of uncertainty over service quality and any behav-
ioral responses to it is a matter of degree. In some situations, we might expect a recrea-
tionist's trip-taking decisions to resptmd to uncertainty over site conditions. Sucb situa-
tions probably would involve one or more of the following features;
• A requirement for large expenditures to get to the site
• Substantial costs for purchase or rental of equipment associated with the activities
undertaken on site
• Limited ability to adjust to poor site conditions once the trip has been taken.
Equally important, all site characteristics should be measured by the perceptions of
potential recreationists. (See David 1971 and Bockstael, Hanemann, and Strand 1987b
for further discussion.)
Fourth, when models isolate nonuse (e.g., existence) values for a site's characteris-
tics, the specific characteristics of interest must be specified as arguments in both the
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models indicate a portion of the value generated by such characteristics. They do not
provide information on nonuse values.
Finally, a variation on the augmentation model implied in the hedonic travel cost
model by Brown and Mendelsohn (1984) introduces another way of describing how site
characteristics affect recreationists' decisions. The augmentation form of the household
production model's description of site characteristics implies that the recreationist selects
the site with the lowest effective unit cost for a homogeneous unit of a site's services.
Let TC represent the travel cost of a site that serves as a benchmark, then the travel cost
to sitey, TCj, with attributes designated by the vector, aj, must satisfy Eq. (4).
TC, _
= TC (4)
Or rearranging terms, we would have that:
j)) + \nTC (5)
A market mechanism might be expected to assure equality of TC/h (aj) across all sites.
Under these conditions, we could assume that a hedonic price function approximating
Eq. (5) would capture observed differences in site prices (see Lau 1982).
The hedonic travel cost model appeals to this basic rationale without defining a
market to assure the equality of all terms such as Eq. (4). Instead, it assumes that
individuals conceptualize the array of recreation site opportunities as if a cost locus
relating travel cost to site characteristics existed. Decisions to visit recreation sites are
the intermediate actions required to assure that the marginal rate of substitution between
site characteristics in consumption equals the ratio of their implicit marginal costs. These
marginal costs are derived from the perceived total cost function for site attributes. This
should be recognized as an approximation and not a model that follows directly from any
of the frameworks explained thus far. I return to it later in describing the issues in
implementing empirical models based on the travel cost framework.
Implementing the Travel Cost Methodology
To appreciate the evolution of econometric models based on the travel cost methodology,
we must recognize that early data consisted only of vehicle or entry permit counts by the
entering individuals' counties of origin. All the remaining information required to imple-
ment the model was constructed and attached to these visitation records.' Distance was
typically measured from the site to the centroid of each county. The available summary
statistics describing the socioeconomic characteristics of county residents were assumed
to be adequate descriptions of the recreationists. Visits were scaled by each origin coun-
ty's population and interpreted as a site's use rate for a representative individual (see
Cicchetti, Fisher, and Smith 1973). Although severai of these studies recognized the
need to consider the time costs of travel, the role of substitutes, the trade-off between
trips and increased on-site time, and other issues, the available information limited
models to very simple specifications.
Travel time was then (and is now) computed by assuming a constant vehicle speed
with round-trip mileage estimates. In the absence of income or wage infonnation for
recreationists, adjustments for the time costs of travel simply increased the cost multiple286 V K. Smith
used to scale distance.* Substitute price terms were added based on knowledge of compa-
rable recreation sites relevant to the market perceived by the analyst for the site being
studied.^ Finally, much informal folklore developed on treating origin zones with zero
visit rates. The typical data set included visit rates for counties located progressively
farther from the site. After some point (often determined arbitrarily by the office provid-
ing the data), the rates were tabulated by state. Often no use would be recorded for some
states closer to the site than others. Three approximations were used. Some investigators
simply ended the sample when visit rates became sparse. Others aggregated all other
more distant states' records into a single composite zone, using an average distance
measure. Finally, others included zones with zero visitation rates but added a small
constant when the estimating equation was semilog or double-log form. All approaches
were ad hoc. Recent innovations in the econometric modeling of censored and truncated
random variables addresses these concerns formally. However, they do not answer the
fundamental economic issue underlying any specific resolution: defining the extent of
the market for recreation sites.*
Systems of Recreation Demand Models
Confusion over what was needed to measure consistently the benefits from the introduc-
tion of a new site or access changes (e.g., travel costs) for an existing site initially
motivated the development of travel cost demand models. (See Burt and Brewer 1971
and Cicchetti et al., 1976 as examples.) As Hof and King 1982 argued (see also Ward
1983; Hof and King 1983), this complexity was not needed to estimate the consumer
surplus provided by a change in the travel costs to one site, or with added assumptions,
the introduction of a new site in an existing system,^
Nontheless, the systems approach is potentially interesting from the perspective of
defining the regional nature of recreation markets and evaluating what actually consti-
tutes a recreation site. For large sites or for a single resource with many potential entry
points (e.g., marine recreation), this can be an important question.'"
Micro Data
The availability of micro data sets describing recreation decisions has affected recreation
demand modeling. Although these data sets usually are not as complete as the informa-
tion generally available in other areas of applied microeconomics, they offer more spe-
cific information on recreationists' characteristics and their choices than was previously
available with zonal data. Common problems include the following.
(1) Interviews conducted on site describe behavior of all those who visit the site.
This raises a truncation issue (the number of visits is never less than one).
Depending on the sampling procedures used, it can also imply endogenous strati-
fication (Shaw 1988)."
(2) Records of trips are less likely to appear as continuous variables and may well
need to be treated as count data in the econometric analysis. Furthermore, the
actual questions used to acquire the information may have introduced censoring
(see Smith and Desvousges 1985; Smith 1988; Shaw 1988).
(3) Demand models may also be subject to selection effects (Heckman 1979) be-
cause the probability of visiting the site may be affected by factors other than
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(4) Substitute sites are usually not identified in ways consistent with conventional
demand models; a next-best-alternative site is usually requested.
(5) Information on trip-taking decisions is usually incomplete, relating either to deci-
sions for the previous season or plans for the current season. In both cases the
usage estimates are confined to the site and generally lack detail on the length of
each trip, its objectives, and costs.
The first three issues imply that simple regression methods (i.e., ordinary least
squares—OLS) applied to micro data are likely to give biased estimates. Maximum
likelihood estimators can be defined for situations involving one or more of the first
three problems with individual data. This requires prior specification of the exact model
as well as tbe distribution of stochastic error.
Recent literature has reviewed these methods as they relate to recreation demand
models. (See Bockstael et al. 1987b, Chapters 7 through 10, and Bockstael. McConnell,
and Strand 1989 for two especially good summaries of these methods.) Because of this
work, I summarize the performance of the primary approaches for dealing with the
special issues raised by micro data.
First, it does appear to matter whether the estimation acknowledges the presence of
truncation and censoring effects. Smith and Desvousges (1985) found large differences
in the estimates of consumer surplus per trip between the OLS and ML estimates for
water-based recreation.'^
Second, selection effects may not be as important to per-trip consumer surplus
estimates as the selection of a functional form. Using data from a representative survey
of households in Pittsburgh, Smith (1988) compared conventional estimates of the Mar-
shallian consumer surplus (per trip) derived from several selection models, Tobit, a
truncated maximum likelihood estimator, and a Poisson estimator. Based on this criterion
only, the functional form infiuenced results more than the estimator. However, this
conjecture must be treated cautiously. It is based on only one study of the demand for
local, water-based recreation sites.
Unfortunately, no data sets are available for extending this evaluation to different
types of recreation sites. To do so would require representative samples of specific
population groups with detailed information on the recreation sites each individual uses.
Most micro data are derived from on-site interviews or samples derived from another
specific selection criteria (e.g., fishing licenses, boat registrations, etc.).
Most of these estimation methods share a common problem. They are largely
adapted from other econometric literature and do not offer a conceptual explanation for
the demand models involved. They account for problems raised by some individuals
choosing not to demand the services of a site (at existing implicit prices), but they do not
explain the reasons for the problems. This is especially true for selection models. Ide-
ally, an integrated model of site selection decisions should recognize that some individu-
als value a variety of experiences, which will be refiected (at a seasonal level of analysis)
in their observed mix of site choices. Some selections that an analyst might regard as
inferior will be used along with the preferred alternatives, considering travel costs and
site characteristics.
This problem does not mean that we should disregard these econometric estimators
or their demand and benefit estimates. Every model is an approximation. In many cases,
these results are the best that can be developed with existing data. However, analysts
should not attempt to attach behavioral significance to the first-step (or multiple-step)
selection models estimated to correct for potential biases with a sample limited to users.288 V. K. Smith
Moreover, the appropriate treatment of these correction terms in benefit estimation is a
potentially important issue for future research. (See Bockstael, McConnell. and Strand
1987b, Chapter 4, and Smith, Palmquist. and Jakus 1989 for two alternative treatments.)
Selecting a Specification for Demand Function
A demand function is a reduced form expression (at the individual level) that describes
how people change their optimal choices in response to parameter changes. Kealy and
Bishop (1986) argued that travel cost demand models should be derived from specified
utility functions when possible. They illustrated the process using an analytically tracta-
ble (and therefore fairly simple) specification. Given all the other approximations im-
posed on most applied microeconomic models, requiring that demand models follow
from a specific utility function may overstretch the practical importance of a simple
analytical description of individual behavior.
Of course, the consistency in parameter relationships imposed by the analytical
derivation of the demand function from a specific utility function has value. Nonethe-
less, models of outdoor recreation usually involve allocation decisions for small compo-
nents of a consumer's budget. So our understanding of these decisions may not be
greatly enhanced by starting with a utility Sanction defined over a very restricted set of
choice variables. Constraints on an individual's choices and the time horizon making
choices may be sources of more important issues. Given these qualifications, how should
we make decisions on demand model specification?
Only two studies have attempted to evaluate the effects of functional forms. Both
used specific examples (Smith 1975; Ziemer, Musser, and Hill 1980). Although no
systematic study has been made of the empirically possible criteria for selecting a speci-
fication, the issue is not ignored. Most studies report the results of sensitivity analyses
and usually summarize the implications of selecting a particular form for their conclu-
sions.
Rather than seeking a single, most general form, the literature seems to be evolving
a protocol for evaluating how assumptions affect results. No simple, unambiguous an-
swers are available on the issue of selecting a specification. Using flexible specifica-
tions, examining whether the results of interest are sensitive to the functional form
selected and treating specification tests as crude diagnostic indexes of the effects of
inappropriate forms remain the best guidance that current research offers.
Random Utility Model (RUM)
The RUM approach offers another way to address explicitly the problems posed by zero
visits to some sites. To do so, it introduces four important assumptions. First, the time
horizon is altered from the season to a single-trip occasion. Then an individual can select
only one recreation site for each trip occasion. Second, the model assumes these deci-
sions are independent across trip occasions. Third, the model describes the extensive
margin of choice (McFadden 1974). It assumes individuals are comparing the utility that
could be realized from all other related decisions, conditional on the selection of a
recreation site. Thus, in this framework, the indirect utility function, v(-), is the maxi-
mum of a set of functions Vj(-), defined conditionally on the selection of each site.
These v^'s include only the implicit price (represented in Eq. (6) as T^-'S) of the selected
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72, ... To) - Max [v, 0, T,), V^ (y, r^), . . . v^, 0, r^,)] (6)
Of course, other prices coutd be included. Depending on how we assumed recrea-
tion decisions were made, y could be income or the total expenditures for one compo-
nent of an individual's budget.
The RUM model describes the probability that an individual will select any one of
the available sites. This leads to the fourth assumption. An individual's conditional
utility function is assumed to be stochastic from the perspective of the analyst. We can
maintain that the household production framework describes behavior and use it to
specify the conditional indirect utility function, but this function is tbe deterministic
component of preferences. To it we add an error that can vary by individual, recreation
site, or both. The error is usually described as reflecting the analyst's ignorance of all
the factors (either individuals' characteristics or sites' characteristics) that could influ-
ence the decision process.'^
Site selection involves comparing these stochastic utility functions for each possibil-
ity and picking the one that yields the highest utility, as in Eqs. (7) and (8).''*
Prob(site = /:)•= (Prob (v,(-) > v/-)); - 1 D (7)
With v^ iy, Tk) - V^iy, T^) + e*, we have:
Prob(site = k) = Prob (U^ - Uj > ej - e^) (8)
The RUM model maintains that the e^'s follow independent, identically distributed,
extreme value distributions. This assumption yields a simple form for the probability
that any individual, /, will select site, k, as in Eq. (9). This is simply the multinomial
logit model.
Prob (site, = A:) - —— (9)
This simplified form is not without costs. It imposes significant restrictions on the
choice process. Referred to as the independence of irrelevant alternatives (OA) assump-
tion, this formulation implies that the probabilities of choosing site k in comparison with
site n will depend exclusively on the attributes and prices of these alternatives and not on
tbe other available possibilities. This is easily demonstrated from Eq. (9) by the ratio of
the probabilities of going to any two sites. This ratio will depend only on the arguments
of the conditional utility functions for tbese two sites.
Because the IIA assumption is likely to be implausible for most choice situations,
we again face the issue of tbe model's quality as an approximation.''' To overcome this
restriction, McFadden (1981) proposed the generalized extreme value form of the er-
rors. This assumes that decisions take place in a sequence. To my knowledge, the most
extensive model of this type yet developed is by Hanemann and Carson (1987), who
used tbis structure to analyze sport fishing demands. The sequence of nested choices in
their model involves, at the top level, a decision of how many trips occur in a week
(including the possibility of no trips). Then, given a specified number of trips, a target
fish species for the current trip is selected. Following that decision, the fishing site is290 V. K. Smith
chosen.'^ This structure allows some correlation between alternatives, thereby avoiding
the IIA assumption. This specification leads to probabilities of the form given by Eq.
(10).
Prob (site, - k) ^^— (10)
Gie'^M, e'^i', . . . e'^Dt)
where for a two-level nesting, the G fiinction would be:
Gk •= partial derivative of G with respect to ^h argument.
Nesting structures the derivation of the 7r's. In a two-level nested model the proba-
bility of selecting a site would involve selection of a set of sites organized on some
criteria (e.g., saltwater versus freshwater fishing, bank versus boat fishing, etc.). Given
selection of a site type, a particular site within that group would be chosen. Tbus, the T'S
become products of probabilities with the number of conditioning steps depending on the
number of levels.
These models are estimated with maximum likelihood methods using the assumption
of independence in individuals' decisions and. to the extent there are multiple trips per
person, independence across trips as well. If TT^, is used to designate the probability tbat
an Individual, /, will select site, k, then the likelihood function is given as Eq. (11):
where N — sample size, D — number of sites, and t^^ - indicator variable (0 or 1)
depending on whether individual / used site k.
Because the principal connection between levels is the inclusive value, consistent
(but not efficient) estimates can be derived using a sequential scheme that maximizes the
conditional likelihood function associated with each leg of the tree, starting at the lowest
level and working up to the tree. The inclusive value conveys the relevant information
about the available choices for the next higher level. Defined for Eq. (10) with Eq. (12),
the inclusive value measures tbe potential value derived from selecting one of the alter-
natives given in each leg of the nested structure;
The ability to structure the decision sequence eliminates an important limitation of
the RUM model. It does not, however, completely avoid the issue. The nesting structure
itself should be treated as a maintained hypothesis. We impose a decision sequence to
avoid the one implied by the simple RUM framework. To my knowledge, no studies
have evaluated alternative nesting structures for describing recreation decisions or valu-
ing changes in site availability or quality.Travel Cost Recreation Demand Models 291
Including Site Attributes
An important aspect of the empirical issues addressed by these discrete choice models is
the role of site characteristics for recreation decisions. Differences in site characteristics
are offered as explanations for including the substitute price terms in travel cost models.
Because these attributes affect an individual's ability to produce certain recreational
activities, they substitute at different rates in production. This is reflected by tbe cross-
price terms in conventional demand models. Moreover, this argument implies that when
site substitution effects are important influences to observed bebavior, we migbt expect a
version of the random utility model to be superior to the travel cost model because it
allows the analyst's description of the decision process to take account of a wide range of
available alternatives. Unfortunately, this judgment is incomplete and potentially mis-
leading. We must also consider bow the time horizon for decisions can give the appear-
ance of substitution taking place when, in fact, sites are treated as distinctive alterna-
tives.
Because the simple RUM model treats sites as distinct altematives, we need to
distinguish between situations in wbich individuals consider a full menu of altematives
and tbose in which they consider a menu grouped into subsets (based on their prefer-
ences) that serve comparable functions (and thus could be strong substitutes).
Over an extended time borizon, when opportunities arise for multiple visits to
several sites, botb descriptions of trip occasion decisions will lead to substitution
among sites in a time-aggregated data set.
The otber possible model described in my earlier discussion of the theory underly-
ing the conventional travel cost demand model include:
• The varying parameter model
• Tbe regional recreation demand model
• Tbe hedonic travel cost model
The first two vary the basic travel cost metbod. The varying parameter model estimates
separate demand models for individual recreation sites and uses the estimated parameters
as data for second-stage models. It hypothesizes that the parameter estimates vary be-
cause of differences in the recreation site's cbaracteristics. Tbe regional recreation de-
mand model pools data across sites and structures the influence of site characteristics by
specifying interactions between tbe conventional determinants of demand (e.g., price,
income, etc.) and the site cbaracteristics.'^
The varying parameter and regional recreation demand models can be algebraically
equivalent (by substituting the expressions for demand parameters into the site demand
model). However, their applications are different in an important respect. Varying pa-
rameter models group recreation sites witb facilities to support comparable recreation
anywhere in the United States, implying that preferences are stable (if tbe demand
functions are correctly specified). Therefore, tbey assume that differences in demand
parameters across sites supporting tbe same recreation must be the result of each site's
attributes.
In contrast, regional demand models restrict tbe pooling of site visitation informa-
tion to sites witbin a specified region. Often they further restrict sites to tbose that
support comparable recreational activities. Of course, defining tbe region is a central
issue applying these methods.
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The theory underlying this model is comparable to the varying parameter framework,
but it focuses on estimating the demands for site attributes.
Because no markets define the price (travel cost) functions hypothesized to charac-
terize bow people perceive their avaiiabie recreation alternatives, the existence of a price
function should be regarded as a maintained hypothesis. With them the analyst estimates
each individual's marginal cost of acquiring an additional unit of each characteristic. For
linear price functions, this will be constant for an individual but will vary across individ-
uals as a result of differences in their opportunity costs and recreational opportunities
(i.e., their target cost functions). The second stage in this model involves estimating
demand (or inverse demand) functions for each characteristic using the estimated mar-
ginal prices.'"
Many different issues arise with the implementation of the hedonic travel cost
model.''' The model implies that each individual should have a unique price (travel
cost) function. Brown and Mendelsohn (1984) suggest that individuals can be grouped
into origin zones with comparable travel costs to each site identified as part of the
available supply. Consequently, the model bas been applied in this way. However,
there is no reason to believe that travel costs will be comparable across individuals
when the costs of travel time are included in the implicit price. We can expect the
opportunity cost of time to vary across individuals. In most applications, this will be
an important component of trip costs. Moreover, even if time costs are ignored, defin-
ing origin zones is unclear. Smith and Kaoru (1987) found for local water-based recre-
ation that origin zone defmition did not appear to affect greatly the estimated demand
models for site characteristics. However, it did influence benefit measures estimated
from these functions.
More recently. Palmquist, Jakus, and I (see Smith et al. 1989) developed a modi-
fied version of the hedonic travel cost model and applied it to estimating the value of
improvements in marine recreational fishing. Our modification uses nonparametric
methods to fit linear hedonic travel cost models (i.e., travel costs as a function of site
characteristics) as a lower envelope of tbe travel cost/site characteristic alternatives
facing each person in an origin county.^" Moreover, we restricted tbe slope parameters
of these functions to be positive or zero. This implies that negative marginal costs are
not possible. Individuals in locations where some recreational attribute is relatively
abundant perceive its price as zero (not negative, as has been estimated with ordinary
least squares). We estimated separate travel cost/site characteristics functions for each
recreationist (considering boat and bank fishermen separately). In addition to the fron-
tier estimates, for comparison purposes we used ordinary least squares (OLS) to fit
linear price functions. The performance of the second-stage models estimated to ex-
plain these demands for the single-trip occasion was uniformly superior using the
nonparametric models for the marginal prices than those using OLS. as judged by the
agreement of the signs of parameter estimates with a priori theory and their statistical
significance. This modification does not resolve the problems identified at the outset
with the source of these travel cost functions as descriptions of each individual's
perceptions of his recreation alternatives. Nonetheless, it suggests that limiting the
time horizon to a single-trip occasion and structuring the first-stage estimates to repre-
sent the incremental costs of the best site alternatives appears to make the model's
estimates more robust.
Finally, the model does not consistently link the trip-taking, time-on-site. and char-
acteristic choice decisions. Because none of the four modeling approaches (RUM, vary-
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the role of site characteristics is ideal, comparing their respective performance patterns
will be important to understanding the practical significance of each method's assump-
tions for specific types of applications. Unfortunately, these comparisons are in the early
stages of development.
Three recent studies are noteworthy. Bockstael, Hanemann, and Kling (1987a) com-
pared two approaches (discrete choice versus hedonic travel cost) for valuing water
quality improvements. Their results favor a random utility model using a nested formu-
lation. This conclusion was based on the plausibility of their benefit estimates and the
sensitivity of the estimates to modeling decisions.
A joint effort by Palmquist. Kaoru, Jakus. and Smith led to the development of four
types of models with a common data set for sport-fishing in the Albemarle-Pamlico
Estuary. I have already described one of these: our work with modified hedonic travel
cost model. We also structured two types of random utility models: one based on the
simple format (assuming IIA) and a second using a nested form. We compared these
results with the hedonic travel cost for valuing quality changes; we found that although
they are sensitive to the specifications used, both sets of modeis provided estimates
comparable in order of magnitude to the hedonic travel cost model (see Kaoru 1989;
Kaoru and Smith 1990). Our comparisons with conventional travel cost models applying
the same data and considering the same task (valuing improvements in fishing quality
measured by average catch rate) led to uniformly larger estimates for the benefits (on a
per-trip, per-person basis).
Nonetheless, tbis disparity must be carefully qualified, because all of the other
models (i.e.. the RUM and bedonic travel cost) incorporated other measures for estua-
rine quality based on pollution loadings. We can expect these pollutants to affect fish
populations in the estuary. Because the benefit estimates treat each measure of quality
individually, they ignore these interaction effects. The effects of catch rate in the travel
cost demand models may well reflect more than catch rate. Thus, the benefit estimates
may also reflect some composite change. If so, then a comparable composite calculated
with tbe RUM and hedonic travel cost models should be compared with these results
from the demand models.
We are not at the stage where these composite scenarios can be defined. They
require greater understanding of the interaction between pollution loadings and fish
populations than is currently available in the literature. These tyjKS of problems empha-
size the difficulties encountered in evaluating modeling frameworks based on real-world
data. What we can learn from comparisons with actual data is limited because we never
know the true values for the benefits being estimated. Learning is limited to evaluating
the sensitivity of the conclusions to modeling decisions. For this reason, the third area of
research is especially interesting as an example of an alternative strategy.
Kling (1988a, 1988b) and Kling and Weinberg (1990) proposed a new approach:
using Monte Carlo methods to simulate data comparable to that available for recreation
demand models to evaluate different recreation modeling strategies. These evaluations
depend on the quality of each method's benefit estimates from the generated samples in
comparison with the known true value of quality improvements based on the parameter
specifications used to generate these data.
Kling's applications are the first in a promising line of research. Using a Stone-
Geary utility function in Kling (1988a) and a modified translog that allows for general-
ized corner solutions in Kling and Weinberg (1990) to characterize preferences and
experiments where the cross-site price and site substitution effects varies, these experi-
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ture influences these models as approximations to that structure. When the effects of
cross-price and quality-hased factors motivating site substitution were small, Kling's
experiments indicated that a model similar to a regional demand (or the Russell/
Vaughan version of the varying parameter) model provided better estimates of the
value of quality improvements than the simple (logit-based) random utility frame-
work.
Both models understated the benefits with fairly large average errors. The RUM
model averaged 12% smaller estimates of the gain than a weighted least-squares estimate
of the fKJoled, varying parameter model.^' When substitution is important (Kling and
Weinberg 1990) and/or the fraction of zero visits increases, the logit-based random
utility model is clearly superior, with errors in the welfare estimates averaging about
10% of the true values. With this utility function, most models overestimate the true
welfare measures. Only the semilog specifications using Tobit understated the true wel-
fare measures. This was true only in the experiment with few comer solutions. Of
course, these results are simply a beginning. More detailed experiments will be needed
to understand how each modeling strategy performs under each set of conditions. The
size of the samples will need to be expanded.
The work of Bockstael and Strand (1987) and Smith (1990a) describes what we
would anticipate for the variability in welfare measures. Under ideal conditions, this
work suggests that we will observe variability in benefit estimates simply because they
are random variables and often complex functions of estimated demand parameters."
Thus, even if an analyst selected the true specification for a demand function, benefit
estimates could be biased (see Smith 1990a). This issue is distinct from the bias asso-
ciated with selecting the wrong model. Because information on both are important to
model selection, we need to perform experiments comparable to wbat Guilkey, Lovell,
and Sickles (1983) reported for production functions to compare how models perform
when we vary both the true and specified functional forms.
Travel Cost Models and Benefit Estimation
The need to value recreation benefits provided by public investment projects motivated
early applications of travel cost demand models. For example, constructing a dam for a
hydroelectric generating plant, flood control, or both, creates a lake and opportunities
for flat-water recreational activities. EarJy discussions of benefit cost analysis treated
these opportunities as intangible benefits from new recreation sites (Eckstein 1961).
Estimating these benefits required an aggregate demand function for a site considered to
be a perfect substitute for the one created by the project being evaluated. Often these
new sites were introduced in areas with existing recreation sites. Naturally, early recrea-
tion demand modeling focused on the role of substitutes for travel cost demand functions
and the need for a system approach in valuing the new site introduction.
In contrast, the policy questions motivating many recent innovations in travel cost
methodology involve evaluating regulatory or management options that change the fea-
tures of existing recreation sites. This may help to explain the corresponding focus on
measuring the value of changes in the quality of recreation sites. A complete discussion
of developing benefit measures with travel cost models is beyond the scope of this
article." Rather, I define three issues that arise in using travel cost methodologies to
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What Do We Value?
Travel cost methods, whether conventional demand models or random utility functions,
describe individuals' preferences for recreational resources. Using any of the available
models for benefit estimation requires translating the policy or public investment project
into a change in one or more of the variables specified to influence individuals' prefer-
ences for the recreation site(s) involved.
Two aspects of this translation are important to tbe models reviewed here. The first
involves connecting the policy to specific changes in price, quantity, quality, or more
generally, conditions of access to the resource. The second involves the scope of tbe
benefit estimation. Do we measure the value realized by a representative individual or
the aggregate of use-related benefits provided by a recreation site under specified condi-
tions? Each model implies different steps to develop eacb type of estimate.
Initially, travel cost demand models were based on zonal data. These models are
interpreted as describing a rate of demand per person from each origin zone. Thus, these
zonal travel cost models implicitly incorporated probability models together with tbe
demand specification. For the purpose of aggregate benefit estimation, the market de-
mand for each zone could be estimated by scaling the zonal demand by tbe relevant
population of prospective users. Introduction of a new site was usually treated as a price
cbange, reducing the price of the perfect substitute site in tbose zones wbere the new
facility was closer. Aggregate benefits were measured with these functions for eacb
zone.
The current research emphasis on micro data implies that models provide benefit
estimates for a representative individual. To estimate aggregate benefits requires a
metbod for estimating the population of users. Tbis requires defming tbe extent of tbe
market and bow it cbanges with the policy being valued. At tbe micro level, we would
like to have probability models describing the likelihood that an individual will visit the
site of interest on any particular trip occasion. Such models are also the first step in the
Heckman selectivity adjustments discussed earlier in evaluating tbe importance of using
micro data based on site intercept surveys.
To provide a specific conceptual link, consider the decision process from the indi-
vidual's perspective. The market for a recreation site is defined by those individuals
whose choke price is greater than the implicit price they must incur to visit that site. If
we let rfdesignate the choke price for site j, tben an individual will visit a site when:
Tj < Tj* (13)
Tj is the implicit price (the travel and the time costs) of a trip. Because rf can be derived
by solving Roy's identity for the value of TJ, that will make site demand zero. If V (•)
designates the indirect utility function, then rfis defined by the value of T that is derived
from Eq. (14):
^ - 0 (14)
where y is the individual's income, and K^ designates
dV/dk.I'"
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In principle, Eqs. (13) and (14) suggest that a conceptual model can develop that links
the participation decision to either a conventional detnand model or certain types of
RUM specifications. By assuming that TJ* is described by a function derived from Eq.
(14) with observable and nonobservable components, we establish the basis for a behav-
ioral description of the discrete choice, visit or not visit a site, as in Eq. (15);
Prob (visit sitey) - Prob (fy(-) - TJ > e) (15)
where rf- TJ(-) - ej has been substituted into Eq. (13) and ej - stochastic error.
With specific assumptions for V{), parameter restrictions linking participation models
with site demand equations should be testable.
Hypotheses on the role of site characteristics for the extent of the market are not as
direct. They will depend on whether we assume the only reason for valuing site attrib-
utes is recreational use. For example, using the same logic developed above, Bockstael
and McConnell (1987) observed that T,* can change with a site attribute even though the
quantity demanded is zero at T/. This follows directly from the definition of the choke
price and weak complementarity. Further work in this area is clearly warranted.
The problem is further compounded with random utility models where values are
estimated per recreationist and per trip. To develop benefit estimates comparable to
those from the travel cost demand models, another model must describe how the trips in
a season change with the policy. To date no consistent framework has been developed.^^
Moreover, projecting user populations under alternative policies remains an issue after a
consistent connection is developed between site selection decisions and the season's level
of use.
The hedonic travel cost model has generally been used to measure the demands for
each site characteristic per person and per typical trip. Units used for benefit measures
derived from these models will be comparable to the RUM models: both the number of
trips per recreationist and the number of recreationists must be estimated to proceed
from each model's estimates to a set of aggregate benefit measures. The hedonic travel
cost model does not offer a method for doing this. It abstracts from the participation and
trip-taking decisions alternatively. If the demand models for each characteristic were
measured as seasonal demands (and the issues of aggregating measure of site character-
istics somehow resolved), only the task of estimating recreationists would need to be
addressed."^
In short, micro-level models must describe the extent of the potential market before
and after the policy change. Little substantive research has been conducted on this
question. (See Smith (1990b) for some discussion.) For the most part, existing research
focuses on per-user, and increasingly per-user/per-trip, benefit estimates.
Marshallian versus Hicksian Welfare Measures
Hicksian consumer surplus measures are generally preferred to Marshallian. All travel
cost demand models estimate Marshallian demand fianctions. Because the benefit estima-
tion task can involve valuing changes in either the conditions of access or aftributes of a
recreation site, those cases in which Hicksian surplus can be measured with travel cost
models must be identified.
In general, travel cost demand models can be used in either a Hausman
(1981)/Hanemann (1980) framework or Vartia's (1983) numerical approach (in which
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quasi-expenditure function and the corresponding Hicksian consumer surplus estimates
provided: (1) the change involved is a price change and (2) the estimated demand func-
tion satisfies requirements of economic integrability.
By recognizing Roy's identity as tbe definition of a Marshailian demand function,
we can use the fact that each specification defines a partial differential equation. This
equation can be integrated witb respect to one or more prices (Hausman 1981; LaFrance
and Hanemann 1989) to recover a quasi-expenditure function. That is, it defmes the
expenditures tbat will hold utility constant for cbanges in this price, given all other
factors affecting demand are held constant. An important step in this process involves
determining the constant of integration. The initial price and corresponding income
provide the required information.
Tbe same conclusions do not necessarily bold for using travel cost demand models
to estimate the Hicksian consumer surplus for changes in site characteristics. In these
cases, tbe Hausman/Hanemann analytical (or the Vartia numerical approach) will not
necessarily hold true. We do not observe enougb information to recover the constant of
integration from initial and tenninal conditions in the Hausman/Hanemann approach.
Without additional assumptions, a Hicksian measure is not assured in these cases. To
illustrate tbis argument, consider a simple example. Recall that Vy designates the visits to
sitey. Suppose we have a simple demand function witb visits determined by the implicit
price of a trip TJ, income >•. and tbe site attribute a,. If demand is given in Eq. (16), then
tbe differential equation is defined by Eq. (17).
Vj = ATJ, y, aJ) (16)
Holding y and Oj constant and integrating Eq. (17) with respect to TJ is the Haus-
man/Hanemann procedure.
If we were to evaluate these functions at different levels of aj, we might be tempted to
conclude tbat tbis provides a basis for a Hicksian measure of the value of a quality change.
We must isolate the influence of quality for the constant of integration in each case.
Because the integral of Eq. (17) with respect to TJ holds Oj constant, it will be reflected in
the constant of integration. In order to correctly defme tbe Hicksian measure, we must
specify bow this constant of integration changes with aj?'' Random utility models gener-
ally adopt McFadden's (1981) linearity assumption. In this case, Hicksian and Marshail-
ian surpluses are identical. However, this format is imposed by assumption.^' Therefore,
Hicksian measures are available in evaluating all types of policy change witb these
models.
Connecting the hedonic travel cost estimates to Hicksian surplus measures presents
more problems especially if tbe price function is nonlinear. Then issues comparable to
those in hedonic property value models arise.^* When tbe travel cost/price functions are
linear, the characteristic demand models estimate Marshailian demand functions for
characteristics. Tbe Hausman/Hanemann (or Vartia) approaches for deriving Hicksian
welfare measures rely on prices as exogenous parameters to the consumer's utflity maxi-
mization process. This is not the case in the hedonic model. This issue presents two
problems for the hedonic travel cost model. The first and most serious is the source of
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be defined, it must be postulated as an exogenous constraint perceived by each individual
given bis location and recreation opportunities. In such a setting, we do not know how to
describe whether the introduction of a new site or change in the characteristics of an
existing site changes tbe perceived locus.
The second problem with tbe hedonic model could equally well describe other travel
cost models. Witb tbe exception of Bockstael, Strand, and Hanemann {1987d), tbe op-
portunity cost of time is treated as an exogenous parameter wben travel cost is treated as
an exogenous price. This is not correct and affects the conceptual framework underlying
the Hausman/Hanemann approach.
Stochastic Assumptions and Welfare Measurement
Recent applications of travel cost models identify two important issues in benefit mea-
surement. First, conventional travel cost demand models acknowledge (apparently for
the first time) that measures of consumer surplus are random variables because they are
functions of the estimated demand parameters (see Bockstael and Strand 1987).
Second, RUM models (and their generalizations) depend on a fairly specific justifi-
cation offered for the analyst's inability to observe all features of the individuals or
attributes for tbe sites they select. In tbis case, Hanemann (1984a, 1984b, 1985) pro-
posed different measures for the Hicksian consumer surplus. To illustrate his arguments,
consider the case of the compensating variation, wbicb I designate here as CV. If the
model is not linear in income, CK calculations will differ depending on assumptions.^'
Tbe alternative methods are:
I. Derive tbe distribution for CV implied by the form of tbe indirect
utility function (and especially its specification for income effects) together
with tbe assumption used to characterize tbe error's distribution. Compute
the expected value of tbis random variable.
n. Calculate the CVby assuming tbat it is the expected utility under the
situations to be compared and equalized.
III. Compute the median value of tbe first distribution or tbe values of
CKto produce a 50% probability tbat an individual would accept the pro-
posed change.
CK, is the analyst's expectation of tbe maximum amount an individual would pay
after the change and be indifferent. CK,, is the maximum amount tbe individual would be
willing to pay given the analyst's expectation of the individual's utility. CV^n treats
indifference as a 50-50 cbance the analyst thinks will be the individual's likelihood of
accepting or rejecting a proposed change.
Botb discussions of the importance of treating welfare measures as random variables
provoke a number of interesting questions. Tbey bighlight the importance of the source
of tbe errors, but for quite different reasons. In what follows, I argue that distinctions in
the sources of the errors may not be worth making.
In tbe Bockstael and Strand (1987) analysis, approximate expected values for the
Marshallian consumer surplus for tbe representative user depend on whether tbe error
arises from omitted variables or errore of measurement in the quantity measure. These
results follow because the consumer surplus measures for tbe demand specifications they
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actual quantity should be used in the first type of error and the conditional expectation
for the second.^'
Hanemann's alternative welfare measures arise because the stochastic error is
treated as the basis for introducing heterogeneity in consumers. In cases where income is
specified to enter the indirect utility function in a nonlinear form, each computed CV
corresponds to a potential type of recreationist. A single summary statistic to character-
ize the distribution of CVs will be influenced by the shape of that error distribution and
by the way income is specified to enter the model. Clearly, this is an interesting issue.
However, we should not lose sight of the fact that any model is a strategy. Hanemann's
distinctions between CV measures arise primarily from maintained hypotheses on the
form of the utility function and the error, not as reflections of the diversity of individuals
in the sample used to estimate the model.
Similarly, the Bockslael/Strand distinction reflects an assumption in estimating wel-
fare measures and only indirectly reflects the source of the errors. If we admit (as I
suggested in the beginning of this article) that models are strategies, then a focus on one
assumed source for error in order to adjust consumer surplus estimates may be misdi-
rected in this case as well.'^
Both the Hanemann and Bockstael/Strand analyses identify an important issue: wel-
fare measures are random variables. If they are the primary focus of demand estimation,
then we should also evaluate estimates that reflect this directly in their fitting criteria. In
some recent sampling experiments (see Smith 1990a), I found that an approximate mini-
mum mean square error estimator for consumer surplus per trip (using a semilog specifi-
cation for the demand model) may well be superior to OLS, when the size of the own
price coefficient is small. Because OLS estimates in this case were identified by Adamo-
wicz. Fletcher, and Graham-Tomasi (1989) as being especially unstable, this alterna-
tive strategy may deserve further investigation. Moreover, in reporting benefit mea-
sures, efforts to reflect the effects of heterogeneity present in a user population and the
inherent variability in parameter estimates must be a part of presenting consumer surplus
estimates.
A recent exchange between Johansson, Kristrom, and Maler (1989) and Hanemann
(1989) also highlights tbese issues. As Hanemann observed in his comments, we should
separate the task of determining one's best estimate of an individual's gain or loss from a
policy from that of aggregating estimated gains or losses over the affected populations.
To date the discussion of welfare measurement trends to focus on the properties of
estimates of the first and overlook the fact that the second task involves both ethical and
estimation issues. By assuming for the purposes of tbis second task thai errors arise
because a group is heterogeneous, we tend to overlook the fact that multiple sources for
errors may simultaneously account for any diversity in estimating the gains or losses we
would attribute to different members of a population.
Summary and Research Issues
Over tbe past 40 years, travel cost methodology has evolved from a model primarily
directed at estimating tbe aggregate demands and benefits generated by specific recrea-
tion sites to one focused on estimating individuals' values for recreation sites. By ex-
ploiting micro data, travel cost applications may well be ahead of many otber micro
applications in confronting the problems posed by zero consumption levels or corner
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been implemented outside recreation and modal choice decisions for transportation re-
search."
Equally important, recreation demand has been a major application area for the
household production model, with especially interesting insights into how we might
estimate an individual's opportunity costs of time when that time is allocated among
different types of recreation. Finally, the model has advanced the explicit description of
how commodity characteristics are associated with their quality. In this case, it has
offered significant practical insights and somewhat less important theoretical insights.
One way to summarize the applcations of the model would consider whether they
have led to systematic patterns in describing the demands for specific types of recreation
sites and their values. Yoshiaki Kaoru and I (see Smith and Kaoru 1990b) developed such
a summary over the past 20 years by collecting all published and unpublished studies
using the travel cost demand methodology. We did not include random utility models
because of the difficulty in comparing them with conventional travel cost models.
We reviewed approximately 200 studies that provided both empirical estimates for
travel cost recreation demand models and sufficient information to estimate the Mar-
shallian consumer surplus per unit of use. Seventy-seven studies reported sufficient
information to develop consumer surplus estimates. We also constructed estimates of the
own-price elasticity of demand from each study. These studies generated 734 observa-
tions for analysis. Because studies often generated several observations, either when
they included more than a single recreation site or when they used multiple models,
estimators, or assumptions, our sample resembles a panel.^''
We used these estimates as a data set and evaluated whether the features of the
resources studied in these applications, the assumptions made in developing the empiri-
cal models, and the characteristics of the data used could "explain" the variation in each
of two economic variables: consumer surplus per unit of use and own price elasticity of
demand.
The story emerging from these findings is remarkably consistent with the issues
highlighted in this overview of research results. The treatment of travel time, the effects
of substitutes, and selection of a functional form are all key modeling decisions; and they
were important to both sets of results. Demands are different for different types of
recreation sites, as we would expect.
This record suggests that we have learned from the research to date. What should
come next? In the remainder of this article, I highlight a few areas that seem especially
important for future research with the travel cost methodology.
What Is a Site?
Existing travel cost models usually treat a site as equivalent to the definition given by the
available data, whether zonal or individual. The only exceptions arise in those applica-
tions involving marine recreation sites. Here analysts sometimes define sites as equiva-
lent to coastal counties (see Morey, Shaw, and Rowe 1988), while in other cases the site
is defined defined as a state (Green 1984). As I noted earlier, a recent investigation of
this issue used a 1981-1982 survey of fishermen intercepted at the Albemarle-Pamlico
Sounds (see Kaoru 1989; Kaoru and Smith 1990; Palmquist and Smith 1990). These
results suggest that grouping micro observations and definitions of price and quality
aggregates arising from alternative site definitions using travel cost or random utility
modeis can have important implications for characterizing demand and measuring bene-
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More generally, the issues implicitly raised in the regional travel cost and the
multiple-site demand models involve defining the market for recreation sites. Cicchetti,
Fisher, and Smith (1976) grouped adjoining skiing sites because they were close and had
comparable facilities. Wilman (1987) distinguished areas of a large national park be-
cause they were quite disparate and appeared to serve different population groups. Yet
we have made little progress in establishing criteria, whether theoretical or empirical,
for these decisions. When these decisions are important to the results we derive (as
appears to be the case in marine recreation), we have some basis for selecting an ap-
proach and understanding why it makes a difference.
Supply and Demand
Defining a recreation site for the purpose of describing its demand is closely related to
defining the supply of recreation services. Harrington (1987) recently raised these ques-
tions. He argued that evaluating the scarcity of the resources supporting outdoor recrea-
tion requires considering the travel costs and congestion costs for che available sites as a
measure of their effective price. As Randall (1988) recently observed, this is a useful
beginning. But much more needs to be considered to use demand and valuation informa-
tion effectively in managing recreation resources.
First, we need to define the classes of recreation sites. Not all sites can support all
types of recreational activities, nor would we expect to have the same markets for all
sites. Clawson and Knetsch (1966) distinguished user-oriented, intermediate, and
resource-based sites. User-oriented sites would include city and county parks, swimming
pools, golf courses, playgrounds, etc. Intermediate sites would include federal and state
parks supporting hiking, fishing, boating, swimming, hunting, etc. Resource-based sites
would typically be national in scope, including wildlife preserves, unique and scenic
areas, and wilderness areas. In some cases, these tbree site groups migbt support similar
activities, but the resource service's contributions would be distinct because of the site's
scenic environment or other quality dimensions. This classification seems to offer a
workable starting point with subcategories defined by classes of activities.
Harrington argued that effective prices can be defined and can serve as indicators of
resource availability because of their allocative function in the models. In his models,
recreation participants distribute themselves among sites so that the sum of travel and
congestion costs equalizes across sites. Unfortunately, this arises only in a very simple
framework. Once we include the time costs of travel and recognize differences in the
opportunity costs of time across individuals, it becomes clear that the marginal calcula-
tions Harrington envisioned wilt be relevant to each person, and not necessarily for the
market as a whole.
Nonetheless, we could examine tbe feasibility of appraising policy's influence on
the effective prices for different types of recreation sites for typical individuals. Meeting
this goal requires research interaction on both tbe demand and supply sides of the
recreation market. Considering the relationship between technical measures of the qual-
ity of a recreation site and individuals' perceptions of quality will be important.
Perceptions versus Technical Measures of Quality
A number of studies show tbat the methods consumers use to evaluate the quality of a
recreation site's services may be quite different from the technical measures analysts
define to characterize quality. It is important to distinguish two aspects of these differ-302 V. K. Smith
ences. In the first of these, we might argue that consumers are using inadequate criteria
for judging quality, while in the second the consumers' criteria is what should be rele-
vant, not any technical measures.
Examples of these differences between technical and perception-based measures of
site quality can be described in terms of water quality (or risk). A number of studies
(David 1971); Binkley and Hanemann 1978; Bockstael et al. 1987c) have reported that
consumers use clarity of water and color as a guide to water quality, even though these
may be misleading indicators for some activities and sources of pollution. In this case,
consumers' responses (not swimming in polluted water or fishing for possibly contami-
nated species) based on these standards would be incorrect. In contrast, consumers'
attitudes toward congestion or specific site amnities would be the relevant criteria for
describing the effects of quality on recreation site demand.
In botb cases, recreation demand models should be based on perceptions. However,
in the first, policy has an information and communication dimension, as well as a role in
addressing the technical issues associated with improving a site's quality. Moreover, in
both cases, greater interaction with other social scientists will be needed to describe
these perceptions, especially in cases such as congestion in which individuals' percep-
tions should be the basis for defining tbe quality of the recreation facilities.
Modeling the Demand for Recreational Activities
One reason for the success of travel cost demand models in explaining recreation behav-
ior follows from the relative costs of engaging in certain types of recreational activities.
In many cases, tbe travel costs (i.e. vehicle-related and time costs) are the largest com-
ponents of undertaking a recreational activity. Even in situations with other significant
fees (e.g., entrance fees, lift fees for snow skiing), the fees are usually treated as per-trip
costs and included with other components of per-trip costs. However, the relative pro-
portion of travel cost in comparison with other aspects of recreation cost may be less for
sites supporting recreational activities like marine fishing. The implicit rental price of a
boat (including maintenance costs prorated per trip), gear, and other costs may be
greater than the travel costs. Moreover, tbe site's quality features may be more closely
aligned with other inputs to the activity, such as the size and power of the boat used, than
with the choice to make a number of trips to a specified entry point to the marine
environment.
Vaughan et al. (1985) recognized this potential in their study of valuing improve-
ments in water quality for marine activities by using a model to describe the influence of
marine resource quality measures on new boat purchases. The empirical findings for
new boat purchases did not support the argument, but this does not invalidate the overall
approach. Attempts to model production technology (i.e., estimate cost functions for
household production processes) for some recreational activities, as in the case of marine
fishing, may be the only way to capture the full effects of quality changes for consumers'
well-being. The use of larger, more powerful boats and different gear are responses to
declining quality in fishing opportunities. In these circumstances, site substitution may
be an inadequate or incomplete indicator of individual responses to quality. This will be
especially true if all sites in a particular region share a common set of fishing areas. To
date, few attempts have been made to implement the household production framework
fully at this level.
This listing of future research opportunities could continue, but these four areas
illustrate the power of Hotelling's suggestion. His insight recognized the role of be-T)-avel Cost Recreation Demand Models 3Q3
havioral responses to implicit prices. The travel cost methodologies developed over
the past 40 years have enhanced the information that can be derived from this insight.
The job is by no means over. Indeed, attempts to implement a general household
production framework estimating cost functions for recreational activities may have
broad implications.
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Notes
1. A number of other economists were also asked for suggestions at the time. Apparently the
National Park Service ignored Hotelling's suggestions initially. They did not appear to play a
significant role in modeling recreation demand until the later work of Clawson (1959) illustrated
and popularized the method.
2. This standard is the set of properties assumed for a classically well behaved error. This
strategy conforms with the early Ramsey (1974) specification error tests and is consistent with
much practice in applied econometries.
3. A common approach in early studies used income per hour to estimate an individual's
wage.
4. These features of the experience were identified based on extensive research on wilderness
recreation features judged to be important to recreationists by Lucas (1964) and Stankey (1972).
5. See McConnell and Bockstael (1984) for a detailed discussion of the effects of the aggrega-
tion underlying zonal models for travel cost demand models based on them.
6. For example, if d designates the round-trip distance, i' the speed of travel, c the unit
(vehicle-related) costs per mile, then travel time, T, is:
s
and the assumed opportunity costs of travel time, say 0, can be adjusted to the multiplier for
distance. Tolal costs of a trip, m, are then given by:
m ~ cd + Q \-
I s
= \c
Thus, one would replace c with c + (Q/s).
1. This is an important issue developed in more detail below. See Caulkins, Bishop, and
Bouwes (1985) for discussion in the two-site case of the influence of omitting the effects of
substitute sites' prices on the estimate from travel cost demand models. Kling (1989) recently
discussed the implications of omitting substitute price terms from demand functions for the prop-
erties of consumer surplus estimates. Both the correlation between the own and the cross-price and
the nature of the welfare change determine the nature of the biases.304 V. K. Smith
8. Kopp and Smith (1989) discussed the importance of defining the extent of the market for
measuring the economic damages when recreational activities are affected by releases of oil or
hazardous waste. Smith (1990b) discussed how the Kling (1989) analysis represents a realization
of the extent of the market for welfare measurement.
9. Of course, this does not resolve the question of which site to use. Prior judgment must
be used to select a demand function (and therefore a site) assumed to be identical to the new
site.
10. This approach should be distinguished from regional recreation demand models. Most
regional specifications pool daU across both origin zones (or individuals when micro level data are
available) and sites in a predefined region. This implies that the parameters of the resulting
demand model restrict the effects of own price, income, and other socioeconomic factors, as well
as the variables used to describe substitutes, to be constant across the sites defined to be in the
region. Because of the pooling across different sites, measuring the effects of substitutes becomes
a difficult issue. The first direct evaluation of site definition in the context of travel cost recreation
demand models is reported in Palmquist and Smith (1990). This analysis suggests that for marine
recreation, site definition can markedly affect the benefits attributed to improvements in fishing
quality, even though they appear to have smaller effects on judgments about the sign, statistical
significance, and even approximate magnitude of individual variables.
11. An important limitation to the implementation of corrections for endogenous stratification
is the requirement that the estimator specify how recreationists were sampled in relationship to
their probabilities of visiting. The only empirical example of such adjustments being incorporated
in the estimates is Morey, Shaw, and Rowe (1988).
12. The semilog demand specification is likely to accentuate this sensitivity. Although some
authors argue that this property should affect the selection of a functional form (Adamowicz et al.
1989), this strategy is not uniformly accepted (Smith 1990a). Moreover, there has been some
success with estimators designed to reduce the impact of outliers on the consumer surplus esti-
mates derived from these forms (Kling and Sexton 1989).
13. It is possible to incorporate someof the effects of demand uncertainty in models using the
travel cost methodology. Morey, Shaw, and Rowe's (1988) analysis is an example of this possibil-
ity. They assumed that the stochastic elements in their random utility model reflect uncertainty
affecting the individual's decisions and not simply the analyst's ignorance.
14. For notational simplicity, I have dropped the subscript to identify individuals.
15. It is possible Io adapt the Hausman specification error test to test the independence of
irrelevant alternatives property. Hausman and McFadden (1984) and McFadden (1987) discussed
this further. Kaoru (1989) provided a detailed example of its implications for recreation site
definition.
16. Other recent examples of the nested logit framework for marine recreation include Bock-
stael Strand, and Graefe (1986). Milon (n.d.). and Kaoru (1989).
17. One could jointly estimate the model with a pooled sample as Saxonhouse (1977) pro-
posed. However, the issues associated with model selection become exceptionally complex in a
pooled framework, because all variables specified to influence demand in principle interact with
site characteristics once these second-stage equations are substituted into the first-stage demand
models.
18. Mendelsohn (1984) has argued for the use of inverse demand functions because the
marginal prices are random variables.
19. One specific issue with implementation can lead to substantial differences in estimates of
the demand and valuation of site characteristics: the treatment of negative marginal costs. There is
no guarantee that the first-stage price equations will yield uniformly positive estimates of the
marginal cost for each characteristic. Bockstael. Hanemann. and Kling (1987a) argue that drop-
ping negative estimates is essential. In contrast. Mendelsohn (1984) suggested that because they
are random variables, this can be expected and provides one reason for using an inverse demand
specification in modeling the demand for a site's characteristics.
20. Our analysis used the Farrell (1957) deterministic frontiers to fit separate functions forTravel Cost Recreation Demand Models 305
each county. We assumed all recreationists in each county traveled the same distance to each site.
We fit the frontiers using distance and then rescaled the coefficients to reflect the travel and time
costs relevant for each person in each sample.
21. A much greater number of replications of each experiment will be needed to gauge the
effects of modeling assumptions on the small sample distribution of welfare measures, A mini-
mum of 100 to 500 replications has characterized most other studies of this type used in evaluating
neoclassical cost functions (see Guilkey, Lovell, and Sickles (1983) as an example).
22. For a recent study using bootstrap techniques to derive estimates of this variability, see
Kling and Sexton (1989).
23. A detailed discussion of benefit estimation with travel cost model is available in Bock-
stael, McConnell, and Strand (1989),
24. The Bockstael, Hanemann, and Kling (1987a) approach combining a tobit model for
trips with a random utility specification is an ad hoc approach, and was described as such by them.
25. This strategy would also be the opposite of the method we found yielded robust estimates
for marine recreation. See Smith, Palmquist. and Jakus (1989).
26. 1 am grateful to George Sweeney of Vanderbilt University for bringing tbe full implica-
tions of this requirement to my attention.
27. Hanemann and Morey (1986) argued that estimates of compensating variation (CV) from
RUM models understate the tme CV because they are implicitly based on a separability assump-
tion. Recreation decisions are treated as separable from other consumption choices. Thus, the
conditional indirect utility functions relate to a component of a consumer's preference structure.
Changes in access or quality would have larger monetary values than those measured by the CK
based on tbe separable subfunction because more adjustments would be possible than those re-
flected in the subfunction.
28. Palmquist (1989) discussed identification issues with tbe hedonic property value model,
29. The model could also be specified to have different marginal utilities of income for
each choice. Smith and Kaoru (1986) used this format with a probit model to describe the
probability a household would choose to go to a site based on a survey of households in the
Pittsburgh area.
30. In the semilog and linear cases, the consumer surplus estimates are both functions of the
level of services demanded. The specific form of these relationships are given as follows;
semilog - K/j3
linear V
where V - number of visits and ,3 - coefficient for own price effect (/3 < 0).
31. There are a variety of different interpretations one could give estimates using the actual
quantity of visits versus the conditional expectation for the quantity based on the estimated travel
cost model. The ones offered by Bockstael and Strand (1987) are not unique. Moreover, once the
conditional expectation of quantity is used, the functional form for the demand model is the key
factor in distinguishing the variance of the respective surplus measures,
32. See Adamowicz, Fletcher, and Graham-Tomasi (1989) for the results of some Monte
Carlo experiments comparing the effects of functional form on consumer surplus estimates. Be-
cause their analysis does not begin with generating the data from a consistent preference structure,
it is less general than the Kling work. A more reasonable interpretation of their findings is as an
attempt to use sampling methods to construct a numerical distribution for consumer surplus esti-
mates as if each model were treated as the true description of demand.
33. The strategies are described in Hanemann (1984a) and Lee and Pitt (1986).
34. Walsh, Johnson, and McKean (1990) also recently prepared a summary of the travel cost
and contingent valuation estimates of the value of outdoor recreation by site.306 V. K. Smith
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